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Extend and Challenge p. 48 
1 In gel electrophoresis the substances are separated by the charged electrical field instead of 
the movement of a solvent as in paper chromatography. 
2 Short tandem repeats 
3 Small sections of DNA molecules. 
4 The STRs will move different distances according to the size of the electrical charge on each 
STR. The STRs will also move different distances according to the mass of the STR. 
5 Close family relationships between the individual’s DNA and the matched database DNA 
can lead to very similar STRs.  
6 It would be difficult to detect the STRs after gel electrophoresis. 
7 Given the right conditions, DNA makes identical copies of itself. 
 If DNA is provided with the enzymes that stimulate it to replicate, along with the chemicals 
that are the building blocks for DNA, then a single DNA molecule will make more identical copies 
of itself. When there are sufficient copies of the DNA molecule it is possible to test the DNA. 
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Extend and Challenge p. 106 
1 A sheet of graphene will have free electrons like in a metal as only three bonds are made. 
These electrons will be free to flow, causing an electric current. 
2 Five benefits of flexible computers: roll them up; take the shape of surface they are on; easy 
to store/transport; wider range of objects they can be used with, e.g. make adverts on buildings the 
same shape as the building that could change advert every minute; if used as a TV screen for 
adverts, then all the screens in the country could show the same advert at the same time, and very 
lightweight and easy to move. Reservations might be; too lightweight so not thought of as strong 
enough, but the material is 200 times stronger than steel. Why show same advert at the same time? 
This would maximise the impact of advertising a particular product. 
3 The top layer of the graphite sticks to the adhesive layer of the tape. When the tape is ripped 
off the graphite, the adhesive to graphite bonding/attraction is stronger than the bonding between 
the layers ion the graphite. This leaves the adhesive tape with a one-atom thick layer of graphite, 
which is graphene. To obtain the piece of graphene you could dissolve the adhesive in a solvent 
leaving the graphene layer and the tape without adhesive. 
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Extend and Challenge p. 187 
1 a) Light grey 
 b) Semi-metal 
 c) 72 or 73 (top row is +1, then +3, but bottom row is +4 then +3) 
2 The element is known as germanium. 
3 a) About 210 
 b) From 570−590K 
 c) 640−660K 
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Extend and Challenge p. 229 
1 In the bomb calorimeter there is:  

● an air jacket round the water 
● the temperature is constantly monitored, not just the highest value obtained 
● the fuel is ignited electrically not with a flame 
● the bomb calorimeter has a stirrer  
● the bomb calorimeter is completely sealed 
● the fuel is burnt in oxygen not air. 

2 a) To keep the water temperature as near as possible the same throughout all the water. 
 b) To prevent draughts affecting the heat losses. 
 c) To monitor continuously the temperature changes more accurately than a person can. 
3 There is no need to know the specific heat capacity as the heat absorbed by the apparatus 
will be the same during the fuel burning and the electrical heating. 
4 The air jacket reduces heat energy losses to the environment. 
 The temperature profile will record the temperature change over time, using the highest 
value allows for errors in heat loss over time. 
 The stirrer ensures the temperature of the water is the same, preventing hot or cold spots that 
might be measured by the thermometer. 
 Being enclosed prevents heat losses by convection. 
 The oxygen ensures enough oxygen gets to the fuel to make sure it is completely burnt 
5 The energy losses will be very much smaller. 
 Measuring of the energy produced by using an electric current to repeat the investigation. 
 Reproducing of the energy curve from the graph allows all the heat energy released to be 
measured. 
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Extend and Challenge p. 272 
1 To provide more methane for us to use in homes and industry, as crude oil supplies are 
getting low. 
2 Injecting high-pressure water and chemicals into rocks, known as shales, to break up the 
rock and release trapped methane. 
3 Breaking up the rock might lead to sudden movements of surrounding rocks causing 
earthquakes. 
4 There was no damage to buildings. 
5 The company based their figure on the likelihood of the earthquake causing damage, the 
DECC based their figure on the chance that the minor earth quake might be followed by stronger 
ones that could cause damage. 
6 Letter or email that makes the following points, either in favour or against ‘fracking’: 
Points in favour Points against 
Produces methane that is needed. 
Might increase local prosperity through jobs, etc. 
Adequate safeguards for damage caused by small 
earthquakes. 

There are other methods of obtaining energy and 
some are mentioned. 
Increased chance of earthquakes that could cause 
damage. 
Companies are more interested in profits as shown 
by their suggested safety limit on the Richter scale. 
‘Fracking’ is only a short-term answer to fulfilling 
our energy needs. 
Increased risk of pollution to water and air. 
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